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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This teaching resource package has been developed as part of the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra’s
Songbook Project.
Songbook 2 materials all have child-friendly one-verse lyrics created by the writers. They are not an
English translation of the original texts, but reflect the setting and the general sense of the first verse.
The Peterskaya is the name of the main road between St Petersburg and Moscow; a troika is a
carriage drawn by three horses. Along the Peterskaya is a very well-known Russian folk song, with
many versions readily available. Some have excellent video footage of a troika in full flight; search for
a Red Army Choir version.
The melody has been used by many composers, initially to impart a sense of Russian Nationalism to
their music. These include Stravinsky (Danses des Nounous from his ballet Petrouchka) and Balakirev
(Themes 2 and 3 from his Overture on Russian Themes), so Australian composer Lisa Cheney, who
was commissioned to create this arrangement for the TSO, is following a well-established practice.
She has taken it a step further with her stand-alone piece Echoes and Threads, inspired by the
melody and included in this package.
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THE PETERSKAYA
REDEVELOPMENT
It is a common practice for composers to take well-known folk tunes such as “Along the
Peterskaya” and make new arrangements. Each arrangement uses a different combination of musical
elements such as timbre, tempo, dynamics, rhythm and expression. In this section of the resource,
students are guided towards making their own version of this Russian folk tune.

THE PETERSKAYA IN YOUR CLASSROOM – SETTING
THE SCENE
LEARNING INTENTIONS: Students will explore how altering different musical elements
changes the atmosphere or feeling of a folk tune.

SUCCESS CRITERIA: Students will:
 Sing one verse of “Peterskaya” with good diction and rhythm, matching the pitch.
(ACAMUM 081 / 085 / 089)
 Explore the effect of changing a range of musical elements such as tempo, dynamics, timbre,
accompaniment, texture, pitch, major or minor tonality on the mood of the song
(ACAMUM080 /084/088, ACAMUM 081 / 085 / 089
 Analyse the effect musical changes have on the mood of the song and the scene that is
imagined (ACAMUR083 / 087 / 091, ACAMUM080 / 084 /088)
** Denotes opportunities for assessment, using the above success criteria.
Resources:
-

-

Peterskaya words and notation for melody line. Available from TSO online resources under Songbook
Project – part 2
Pictures of Russian architecture and street scenes (pre 20th century) in Moscow and St Petersburg.
Other picturesque cities along the way from Moscow to St Petersburg include Klin, Tver, Torzhok,
Vyshny Volochyok, Valkai, Veliky Novgorod
Tuned and untuned percussion instruments
Garage Band or a keyboard with a rhythm section
A way to record students’ different versions of the Peterskaya tune
Music and dance instructions for the Troika dance (optional extra)
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Introducing the Peterskaya – the music, the scene and the culture


** Sing Along the Peterskaya with the students. Just use the one verse provided here,
without any orchestral accompaniment.



Discuss the words. Where and what is the Peterskaya? What is a troika?



Help set the scene of the song for the students. Streets are busy places with people from all
walks of life going about their business. Some people are on short trips to places nearby,
others are leaving on longer journeys, or perhaps arriving after a long time on the road.
Show students pictures of troikas and iconic Russian architecture, cities and streets,
particularly those built before the 20th century. Discuss how troikas were used as form of
transport, particularly in the 17th and 18th century. Three horses were usually pulling a sleigh.



There is a folk dance titled “The Troika” which has a simple structure and is easy to learn. It
could be used as a warm-up at the beginning of the lesson, or as a way of further exploring
historical aspects of Russian culture. For instructions on how to dance “The Troika”, see
page 4.

Change the music, change the scene.
** Change the way song is sung or played. Have fun exploring radical changes with the students so
that they have real contrasts to refer back to when they orchestrate their own versions of the tune.
 Very fast/ very slow, fortissimo/pianissimo, legato/staccato, very high/very low
 Thick/thin – one person singing or lots of people singing
 With different rhythms from either a keyboard or Garage Band. Style the way the words are
sung to suit the rhythms.
 With un-tuned percussion accompaniment – sparse or busy
 With tuned instruments such as recorder or tuned percussion.
 Major and minor. If playing on xylophones, you could use the arrangement in C major on
page 14 of this resource. For a minor tonality version on xylophones, D minor is easier than
Eb or C minor:
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Keep a record of the different ways students have performed the tune, either written or
a sound recording to refer to later as a ‘scrap book’ of ideas.



** Discuss the feelings or imagined pictures that each way of playing conjures up. How
do students think the scene on the Peterskaya might look when the tune is performed in
a loud, fast way with lots of untuned percussion? When the tune is slow, minor, with
only one performer?

Dance the troika
As a folk dance, there are versions of The Troika which vary according to region and tradition.
Usually the number of phrases and bars is the same. An example of The Troika dance music may be
found on the album Shenanigans Dance Music for Children, Level 1. This dance could be taught to the
students as a way of warming up for the lesson or as a point for discussion and setting the scene.
In groups of 3 – the tallest person in the middle, standing holding hands in a short line. All groups of
three need to be facing the same direction.
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-

8 beats: Seven steps trotting forward, raise hands and shout “Oi!” on the 8th beat
8 beats: Seven steps trotting backwards, raise hands and shout “Oi!” on the 8th beat
8 beats – outside RH person goes under the hands of the other two people, around the
back of the middle person and back to their place
8 beats – outside LH person goes under the hands of the other two people, around the back
of the middle person and back to their place
16 beats: Join hands in a small circle, circle left for 12 beats, then stamp stamp stamp!
16 beats: Join hands in a small circle and circle right for 12 beats, then stamp stamp stamp!
Repeat.

The music may get faster, or slow down on certain repetitions. You may wish to modify the dance
to suit the age and abilities of your students. Some versions do not include going backwards, or you
may have the middle person swapping sets on each repetition.

The Troika. (Russian traditional)
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THE ORCHESTRA GOES ALONG THE PETERSKAYA
LEARNING INTENTIONS: Students will analyse how a composer varies musical elements to alter the
way that the audience responds to a folk tune.
SUCCESS CRITERIA: Students will:
 Analyse the effect musical changes have on the mood or atmosphere that the audience feels.
(ACAMUR083 / 087 /091, ACAMUM080 / 084 /088)
 Use gesture, shape, facial expression and spatial arrangement to portray characters in a
scene (ACADRM028 / 032 / 036)
** Denotes opportunities for assessment, using the above success criteria.
Resources needed:
- A recording of “Along the Peterskaya arranged by Lisa Cheney”, played by the TSO, available online
under “TSO Song Book – Part 2”
- Full orchestra score of “Along the Peterskaya arranged by Lisa Cheney”, also available online.
- Blank paper and pencils.

Listen to and analyse an orchestral arrangement of “Along The
Peterskaya”


Listen to the orchestral arrangement by Cheney and played by the TSO. You may like to
have the orchestral score on display for older students and it can form part of the discussion
of the arrangement.



Students will need more than one opportunity to listen. On the second or third time
through, ask students to focus on specific questions. **You may choose to have small groups
or partners responsible for listening for particular things.

 How does the arrangement start? What kind of a mood or scene do the horns portray in
the introduction?
 How many times do we hear the tune? (four) How does it change each time? Describe the
feeling of each ‘verse’.
 How would you describe the way the trumpets, brass and tambourines are playing the tune
in ‘verse 1’?
 Describe the transition from the brass to the strings and woodwinds for ‘verse 2’.
 Why do you think the composer carried the strings straight on to ‘verse 3’? Which
instruments are added to the strings and woodwinds?
 What does the transition between ‘verse 3’ and ‘verse 4’ feel like? Which instruments are
being played here and how?
 How is the tune passed around between orchestra sections in ‘verse 4’?
 How do the violins and timpani end the piece? What does this feel like?
 Except for the timpani at the end, the tambourine is the only percussion instrument used.
When does it play? What is the effect when the tambourine is playing and when it is not
playing?
 ** When students have had the opportunity to listen and answer these questions for
themselves, discuss as a whole group.
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** Chart out each ‘verse’ with the students, listing elements within the music that makes
each verse unique. The times for each verse are in the listening guide below: Bar numbers
are included for teacher reference.
Time on
recording

Orchestral
score

0:00 – 0:09

Bars 1 - 5

Intro - Horns

0:10 – 0:31

6: Bars 6 - 18

‘Verse 1’. Brass section, trumpet
playing the tune. Tambourines
join in

0:31 – 0:47

19: Bars 19 - 30

‘Verse 2’ Strings and woodwinds,
Brass join in 3rd phrase

0:47 – 1:03

31: Bars 31 - 42

‘Verse 3’ String, wood winds and
brass. Trumpets join the tune in
phrase 3

1:03 – 1:07

Bars 43 - 46

Tune appears to slow down as
notes are doubled in length,
pausing on last note of descent
before verse 4.

1:10 – 1:26

47: 47 - 61

‘Verse 4’ Brass and woodwinds
share the tune. Ending with the
timpani.

What kind of scenes do students imagine as the music is playing? How do they change with each
verse?

Depicting scenes along the Peterskaya


Provide students with paper and pencil, dividing the paper into four parts. Listen again,
pausing the music between ‘verses’. Draw a picture of what they imagine for each part of the
song, relating it to some aspect of the Peterskaya road or street. Share the ideas they have
come up with, either in pairs, small groups or a whole class discussion.



** Create freeze-frames of scenes and people along the Peterskaya, one per ‘verse’. Younger
students may find it easier to create a whole class tableau based on the idea of different
parts of the street, or different times of day on the Peterskaya. Older students could work
individually, in pairs or small groups using the ideas they recorded in their four-part listening
response.
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OUR OWN JOURNEY ALONG THE PETERSKAYA
LEARNING INTENTIONS: Students experiment with and then select musical elements that suit the
purpose of a story they are telling with a folk tune.
SUCCESS CRITERIA Students will::





Create their own verses to sing to the Peterskaya tune (English curriculum: ACELT
1586/1593/1601/1607/1612/1618, ACELT 1831/1832/1833/1791/1794/1798/1800)
Select sounds and accompaniment to reflect or convey the story their verse is telling.
(ACAMUM082 / 086 / 090)
Go through a process of rehearsing, refining and performing their work. (ACAMUM082 /
086 / 090)
Respond to and analyse the compositions of others, considering the choices they made to
give a certain effect (ACAMUR 083/087/091)

** Denotes opportunities for assessment, using the above success criteria.
Resources needed:
- Pencil and paper for planning
- Previously recorded ideas for changing the Peterskaya tune
- Sentence maker and picture cards depicting ways of moving or travelling, different animals
and different sounds (optional, for younger students)
- Tuned and untuned percussion, instruments for playing the melody line.
- Single point rubric or other guide for peer assessment of arrangements
- The TSO’s recording of Lisa Cheney’s “Echoes and Threads”, available online as part of the
TSO songbook – part 2.

Writing four new verses


** Write four new verses to fit the tune “Along the Peterskaya”. These verses could be
based upon ideas already discussed in the previous activity (four-part listening response
sheet, freeze frames), or introduce new scenarios.

Younger children might enjoy some simple word substitution, with some acting out:
I love to see my

Young Man
Old cat
Wombat
Dear Mum
Dear Dad

Fly
Swim
Waddle
Float
Flap

His/her/its

Troika
Toy car
Red bike
Carpet
Blue boat

Along the Peterskaya Oi! With the handbells ringing joyously, ah!

-

Students could build upon the idea of the young man driving his troika along the Peterskaya,
where he goes next, who he sees. Brainstorm “What if” questions:
eg. What if the harness comes loose on the horses?
What if there’s a traffic jam?
What if he sees some friends, or stops to pick somebody up?
What if he goes too fast on a busy street?
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Depending on age and ability of students, this may need to be a guided writing exercise, or
students may be able to come up with their own four verses to fit the tune independently.
To help students to fit their words to the three phrases in the music, you could give a
planning sheet with prompts:
 Phrase 1: Who is this verse about?
 Phrase 2: How are they moving and what are they moving or travelling with?
 Phrase 3: What sounds are they making while they travel? Or describe something further
about their mode of travel.

Putting the verses to music


Try singing the new words along with the orchestral arrangement. Does the music in the
orchestral arrangement reflect the scenes that are described in our new verses?



** How would the music need to change to depict the new verses we have written more
accurately?



You may like to refer back to the ‘scrapbook entry’ or recordings made when you first
experimented with the tune (see page 3) to see if any of these ideas might suit the new
verses.



** Work out a way to play and accompany the tune that will match the words you have
come up with.









What will portray the way of moving that is mentioned in your verse?
The mood of your verse(s)?
How does the tune need to be played? Fast, slow, heavy, light etc.
What kind of tuned and non-tuned instruments will ‘paint the picture’?
Will the tune have busy or sparse accompaniment?
How will your introduction sound?
How will you end the piece?



** Practise, refine and then perform this work to the class.

Creating and refining musical work
It is important that students have a clear idea of what they are aiming to do and how to achieve a
‘successful’ or effective arrangement. One way of doing this is to give a Learning Intention and then
develop Success Criteria with students. Students are then able to use self and peer-assessment to
improve and re-draft their work.

As an example, for grades 3 - 6:
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Learning Intention:
 We are learning how to change the mood and atmosphere of a folk tune by altering different
musical elements.
Success criteria:
 Organise and structure the musical arrangement in a particular way, with a clear beginning,
middle and ending
 Identify musical elements which relate to the scene described in the words of the verse.
 Trial different ideas and use strategic feedback to re-draft work
 Describe the changes made to the tune and why these changes were chosen

Listen to how the tune is changed and which musical elements are
used in the work of other students




** When students share their work, ask audience members to reflect on what each group
has done with the tune and the effect it has on the mood or atmosphere that is
communicated to the audience
Use a single-point rubric, based on the Learning Intention and Success Criteria already
developed by students. This strategic feedback can help students to identify whether their
musical arrangement has been successful in conveying the mood or atmosphere of their
written verse or not. ** Students then have the opportunity to develop their work further
for a ‘second draft’.
A single dimension rubric could look like this:

Concerns
Areas that need work

Criteria
Standards for this [performance]

Advanced
Evidence of exceeding standards

Arrangement has a clear
beginning, middle and ending
The mood or atmosphere of the
piece reflects the scene that is
portrayed in the written verse
The group can explain which
musical elements they have
altered and why
The ‘second draft’ conveys the
chosen mood or atmosphere
even more effectively than the
‘first draft’
A single-point rubric gives only the standard required. There is space for teachers or students to
write in which areas require work or which areas exceed standards on either side of each standard,
making the feedback more specific to each group or each student.
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** Alternatively, students can give their feedback using the simple form of “2 stars and a
wish” – two things that worked well to convey the expressive purpose of the arrangement
and one thing to work on to make the piece more effective. This is a quick and easy form of
assessment which can be verbal or written.

Listen to how the tune is changed and which musical elements are
used in the work of a professional composer


Listen to Lisa Cheney’s “Echoes and Threads”. (Also in Eb)



** Discuss what Cheney has done to the tune and what effect it has, compared to the first
orchestration.
How does it feel different?
Which instruments are different from her first arrangement? Which instruments feature?
Does the tempo vary?
How are dynamics used?
How is this arrangement structured compared to the first arrangement?
How does it change the scene that you imagine while the music is playing?
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SING AND PLAY!

ALONG THE PETERSKAYA
LEARNING INTENTIONS
Students will develop skills in the use of voice and instruments to play ensemble music
(ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
Students will identify and perform rhythmic elements from the orchestral setting along with changes
in tempo (ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
Students will develop an understanding of form in music (ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
** indicates an Assessment Opportunity.

MOVE ALONG
Step 1: Begin by having the students perform a simple pattern: step, clap, step clap, while you play a
steady beat on a drum. The aim is to follow the tempo of the drum exactly. Change the tempo and
have as much fun with it as you like. When you judge that the students are ready, pair them up and
ask them to decide who is going to perform the step and who is going to perform the clap. Play the
game again (in place), varying the tempo as before. If you wish, this game could be made competitive
by making pairs which deviate from the pattern or the given tempo “out”.
Step 2: Teach the following speech pattern, ensuring that students are able to perform it in time with
a steady, slow beat kept on the drum:

Divide the class into two groups. Have group one perform the step, clap pattern in pairs as before
and the other group perform the speech pattern (simultaneously). Once they have achieved this,
swap the roles of the groups.
Step 3: Teach the melody and words. Experiment with tempo changes, singing it both slowly and
quickly. Once this is achieved, divide the class into three groups and have one group perform the
step, clap pattern, the second group perform the spoken pattern and the third group sing the song.
Rotate the roles until everyone has had a turn at all three roles.
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Step 4: Perform these three parts slowly, then quickly, then quickly again. Accompany the students
with your drum to keep it all together. On the final quick repetition, fragment the melody like so:
Group 1: “I love to see my young man”
Group 2: “Drive his troika along the Peterskaya”
Group 1: “Oi! With the handbells ringing joyously”
Together: “Ah!”
Add a big finish if desired.
** Students will identify and perform rhythmic elements from the orchestral setting along with
changes in tempo (ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
At this point you could perform these patterns with the orchestra, but please note that the spoken
pattern doesn’t start until the second syllable of Pe-ter-ska-ya (refer to the classroom instrument
arrangement below). Students will need to listen for it carefully and will most likely need to be
carefully cued to succeed in performing it at this stage.

PLAYING AROUND
Using the patterns learned in the body percussion activity, teach the following arrangement for
classroom instruments. Please note that you can leave parts out, simplify or change instruments as
you wish for your own students.
Performance notes: The first repetition should be slow, the second and third should be faster.
The melody should be fragmented in the third repetition, half the group singing at a time.
Turns are indicated in the score by the symbol

.

** Students will develop skills in the use of voice and instruments to play ensemble music
(ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
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The above arrangement has been transposed for classroom instruments, so is not suitable to play
along with the orchestral recording. However, the form, tempo and rhythmic elements used can be
identified in the TSO recording.

Have the students listen to the recording now and record on paper their observations about
rhythms, tempi and form. You may need to explain these words if your students aren’t yet familiar
with them.
** Students will identify and perform rhythmic elements from the orchestral setting along with
changes in tempo (ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).
** Students will develop an understanding of form in music (ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088).

SING ALONG
This three-part arrangement is designed for your class or choir to sing along with the TSO
recording.
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** Students will develop skills in the use of voice and instruments to play ensemble music
(ACAMUM081 / 085 / 089).
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A STREET MARKET SOUNDSCAPE
INTRODUCTION
Learning intentions in Music can be successfully achieved through a variety of media. The activity
explores how the elements of music are demonstrated in the Lisa Cheney arrangement of Along the
Peterskaya. It allows students to investigate how instrumental choice and playing technique affect the
music elements of tempo, dynamics, timbre, pitch and texture. Furthermore, this is a learning activity
in image and sound, designed to develop and enhance skills in both Media Arts and Digital
Technology while learning about the elements of music through composing a soundscape for an
imagined busy street market setting or story.
Focus on the following musical elements forms the basis of the learning activity.
Tempo
Three distinct tempo changes are evident in this piece. The slow, broad pace at both the beginning
and end of some repeated verses (largamente); the faster, more rhythmic tempo as each verse
progresses (piu mosso); and the slightly faster, brighter pace to finish (allegretto). It is important to
note the expression directions, legato and pizzicato for the string section as these affect the playing
technique to address the changing tempos.
Dynamics
The music begins moderately soft. It becomes increasingly louder as the brass section enters, led by
the trumpets. The music softens at the end of each repeated verse, notably just before the last
repeat when Horn 1 becomes prominent. The ending is loud and strong.
Timbre
The choice of instruments has a critical influence on the mood of the music:


the gentle, full-rounded sound of the string section is a clear contrast to the strong and
commanding timbre of the brass, especially the trumpets in this music piece;



the high pitched piccolo provides some bright and playful sounds.



the smooth, rich timbres of the horns give the mood another dimension;



the vibrato of the tambourines is significant throughout.

Pitch
The instrumentation provides a collection of different pitched sounds. The higher sounds of the
piccolo and flutes are a contrast to the lower pitches of the tuba, cello and double bass. The piccolo,
flutes, violin 1 and harp perform occasional rapid rises in pitch and this should be noted. The harp,
violin 2 and viola play are rapid descending pitch towards the end. The pitch contour of the repeated
tune begins and ends at the same pitch point, which gives the listener the affect that the music is
unresolved and about to develop into something more.
Texture
The contour of the music texture rises and falls each time the tune begins and ends. The music
begins with the brass section, the trumpets in particular. The entry of the woodwind and string
sections provide a thicker sound as the music intensifies. The tambourine entry after the
introduction provides a thin and distinct sound. The final bass note of the tuba, timpani and
contrabass gives the piece a thin, short and direct ending.
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TUNING IN
LEARNING INTENTIONS
Students will:


use aural skills to explore and recognise elements of music (ACAMUR080 / 084 / 088);



understand how in particular, the elements of tempo, dynamics, timbre, pitch and texture,
affect mood and intention (ACAMUR080 / 084 / 088);



identify and understand how mood is created and affected by instrumentation, both choice
and technique (ACAMUR080 / 084 / 088);



develop an understanding of the orchestral arrangement by Lisa Cheney in Along the
Peterskaya (ACAMUR080 / 084 / 088).

** Indicates Assessment Opportunity


Discuss how music can tell stories and describe things.



Access the audio links on the TSO website and listen to Along the Peterskaya.



** Explore the ideas/feelings created by the music, using questions such as; What does it
sound like? feel like?



Discuss and explore the setting of the song: investigate the idea of street markets;
investigate examples of traditional transport (e.g. horse and cart; horse-drawn carriages)



** Explore the music through movement.



** Identify what instruments can be heard.



Visit the TSO website for information on instruments. Click on the online classroom
resources link; What is a Symphony Orchestra?



** Through listening and discussion, analyse the music in terms of the elements:
 Describe the tempo (Note the very broad beginning and end of the first rendition of the
tune.)
 Does the tempo change? How? Describe the beginning / middle / end.
 How do the violins play in the slower parts / faster parts?
 When does the tambourine enter?
 What happens to the tempo when the tambourine enters?
 Identify and describe how the dynamics change throughout. Is there a pattern?
 Indicate when you hear the rapid pitch rise of the flutes/harp/violins/piccolo.
 Indicate the shape of the pitch during a rendition. What do you notice? (Beginning and end
are at the same point.)
 Identify where you hear a few instruments playing / lots of instruments playing.
 How is the tambourine important?


Describe the playing technique of the tambourine.

 When do you hear the timpani drum? How does it affect the music?
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PREPARING THE BACKDROP
As a whole class, create an image sequence which will provide a story line resource for
soundtrack composition.
An example:


Build a Word Wall that describes sounds you might hear in a market place (e.g. bustling
shoppers, chatter, laughter, vendors shouting, rumbling traffic, horns blowing, street performers
talking/singing, music playing).



Draw pictures, take photos and/or download photos of street market scenes. The images
should describe a street in different situations (e.g. vendors setting up stalls; shoppers browsing
and deciding on purchases; entertaining street performers; people carrying baskets/bags overflowing
with goods purchased; children playing; babies crying; traffic passing; dismantling stalls at the end of
the day). Build a rich resource to develop an interesting storyline. This will allow for a deeper
exploration of the musical elements in the task of building a soundtrack.
Convert all drawings to digital files (scan and save).
Decide on a selection of files to use in the story sequence. Make sure the images reflect
ideas on the Word Wall.
Open a presentation software program such as Microsoft PowerPoint.
Organise the collection of image files into a sequence of slides to tell a story.
Alternatively, build the image sequence directly into an audio/video editing tool.
Discuss what events are taking place.
Experiment with the order of slides to change the storyline and discuss how the events are
affected:
Decide on a final sequence and export as a video file.










WORKING WITH SOUND
LEARNING INTENTIONS
Students will:


demonstrate their understanding of the elements of music by composing a soundtrack based
on a storyline. (ACAMUM082 / 086 / 090);



understand that music ideas can be presented in different ways and by different media
(ACAMAM054 / ACAMAM055 / ACAMAM058 / ACAMAM059; ACTDIK002 / ACTDIK008
/ ACTDIK016).

Framework




Compose a demonstration soundtrack with the whole class to ensure students understand
how to use the necessary digital skills.
The Task: in pairs or individually, compose a digital soundtrack to match a previously
designed image sequence.
**As a class, devise a task description, making sure the musical elements; tempo, dynamics,
timbre, pitch and texture are addressed. (Younger students work with two elements.)

An example:
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1. Select and open a digital tool (Mac or Windows based; device APPs) to compose a ‘street
market’ soundscape. *Choose an audio editing software program which supports video
import.
2. Import the Microsoft PowerPoint video into the audio/video editing software.
3. ** Select, import and manipulate sound files to describe your video:
a. in-program content
b. self-recorded environmental sounds on a digital recording device.
c. SoundBible.com for royalty free sound effects
4. ** The soundtrack must reflect a focus on the musical elements of tempo, dynamics, timbre,
pitch and texture.
5. ** With the class, design a simple rubric as a guide to task requirements and to serve as an
assessment tool. It must include focus on techniques which affect the elements; tempo,
dynamics, timbre, pitch and texture.
*If using audio editing software which does not support video/image capability, import your
soundtrack into a video editing software to render the final product.

TASK GUIDE
LEARNING CONTINUUM
OVERVIEW
Re-visit Lisa Cheney’s
arrangement of Along the
Peterskaya several times to focus
on how the following music
elements are employed.

Younger Students

Older Students

Choose 2 musical
elements as a focus.

Experiment with
instrumentation using
digital tools/software.

** Experiment with
instrumentation using
classroom instruments.
Record results and add
to your library of
digital audio content.

Open a digital audio editing tool
and import your video.
** Choose, manipulate and
compile sound files into a
soundtrack.
** Decide on file/s to best
describe how your story begins,
develops and ends. Choose from
both in-program and imported
content.

Audacity and Magix
Acid Music Studio are
easy-to-navigate
software tools for
younger students.

** Render completed project to
video.
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Go to the resource
list to make a choice
of tools/software.

MUSIC
ELEMENT
Tempo

** Discuss if the beginning will
have a slow or faster pace.
Experiment with slow, broad
sounds.
** Discuss the tempo changes in
Along the Peterskaya. Experiment
with patterns of tempo change to
match your story.
** Experiment with vibrato
techniques on untuned
percussion instruments.

Dynamics

** Decide if your music begins
softly or loudly. Experiment with
volume changes, e.g. getting
louder; getting softer.
** Decide how your music will
end. Will it have a short and
distinct final note, as in Along the
Peterskaya?
** Experiment with changes in
volume throughout the piece.

Timbre

Decide on the intended mood.
** Will you have a mixture of
e.g.
gentle/harsh/warm/commanding
sounds?
** How will you make/choose
the sounds you need to match
the mood/s of your piece?

Pitch

** Experiment with high-pitched,
medium-pitched and low-pitched
sounds. Decide on changes in
pitch to match your story. Will
your piece begin and end on the
same pitch as in Along the
Peterskaya?

Texture

** Experiment with layering
techniques.
** Decide on where/how your
piece will be thin/thinner and
thick/thicker in sound.
** Decide if your piece will have
a distinguishing solo sound.
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Discuss the meanings
of the expression
terms found in the
score of Along the
Peterskaya; largamente,
piu mosso, allegretto,
legato, pizzicato
** Experiment with
these expressions to
include one or more
of these ideas.

PERFORMANCE
LEARNING INTENTION
Students will:


demonstrate their understanding by sharing their soundscape with the class. (ACAMUM082
/ 086 / 090; ACAMAM056 / ACAMAM060);



make interpretive and reflective response to the work of others (ACAMUM083 / 087 / 091;
ACAMAR057 / ACAMAR061).

Crafting the Works


** Pairs/individuals share their work.



** Invite reflective comment from the composers using the rubric as a guide. Then invite
feedback from the audience/listeners.



** Provide time to refine / modify works in light of the feedback. This might be an ideal time
to revisit and listen to Along the Peterskaya for further guidance.



** Provide a follow-up sharing session.



** Once again, invite comment from the composers, then listeners. Note changes in the
feedback to reflect changes in level of achievement.

RESOURCES:
FREE AUDIO EDITING SOFTWARE






Audacity
Ocenaudio
Hya-Wave
WavePad
Soundation

COMMERCIAL AUDIO EDITING SOFTWARE






Magix Acid Music Studio
Image-Line FL Studio
Komplete
Acoustica Mixcraft
Garage Band
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FREE VIDEO EDITING SOFTWARE






OpenShot
VideoPad
VSDC
iMovie (Mac)
Movie Maker (Windows)

COMMERCIAL VIDEO EDITING SOFTWARE










Adobe Premier Pro
Pinnacle
Nero Platinum
Apple Final Cut (Mac)
Movavi Video Editor
Corel Video Studio
Sony Movie Studio
Magix Movie Edit
Vegas Pro

FREE SOUND EFFECTS
http://soundbible.com/blog/2012/royalty-free-nature-sounds/
Sound Effect Suggestions:









people bustling
people chatting and laughing
rumbling / squealing traffic
vendors shouting
children squealing
stall tables scraping on rough surfaces
traffic rumbling
car horns sounding

FREE STOCK PHOTOS
http://www.pics4learning.com/
www.unsplash.com

ADVICE ON DIGITAL TOOL CHOICE, PURCHASE & USER GUIDES




Music EDnet
http://musicednet.com.au/
Midnight Music
https://midnightmusic.com.au/
General searches online will point to required user guides for tools and software.
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CONTENT AND ACHIEVEMENT DESCRIPTIONS

NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC
OUTCOMES
3-4

5-6

Students become aware of
rhythm, pitch, dynamics and
expression, form and structure,
timbre and texture. They
explore sounds as they learn to
listen to and make music; to
discriminate between sounds and
silence and soft and loud sounds;
to move and perform with beat
and tempo; and to listen as
performers and as audience.

Students extend their understanding of
the elements of music as they develop
their aural skills; match pitch and show
the direction of a tune with gesture or
drawings; recognise difference between
notes moving by step and leap;
recognise and discriminate between
rhythm and beat; explore meaning and
interpretation, forms, and elements
including rhythm, pitch, dynamics and
expression, form and structure, timbre
and texture as they make and respond
to music.

Students further their understanding of
rhythm, pitch, dynamics and expression,
form and structure, timbre and texture in
music; extend their understanding and
use of aural skills as they sing and play
independent parts against contrasting
parts and recognise instrumental, vocal
and digitally generated sounds; explore
and use rhythm, pitch, dynamics and
expression, form and structure, timbre
and texture in music they perform and
compose; explore meaning and
interpretation, forms and elements of
music as they make and respond to
music.

PERFORM

AURAL
SKILLS

By the end of Year 2, students
communicate about the music
they listen to, make and perform
and where and why people make
music. Students improvise,
compose, arrange and perform
music. They demonstrate aural
skills by staying in tune and
keeping in time when they sing
and play.

(context and
purpose)

COMPOSE

LISTENING

F-2

By the end of Year 4, students describe
and succuss similarities and differences
between music they listen to, compose
and perform. They discuss how they and
others use the elements of music in
performance and composition. Students
collaborate to improvise, compose and
arrange sound, silence, tempo and
volume in music that communicates
ideas. They demonstrate aural skills by
singing and playing instruments with
accurate pitch, rhythm and expression.

By the end of Year 6, students explain
how the elements of music are used to
communicate meaning in the music they
listen to, compose and perform. They
describe how their music making is
influenced by music and performances
from different cultures, times and places.
Students use rhythm, pitch and form
symbols and terminology to compose and
perform music. They sing and play music
in different styles, demonstrating aural,
technical and expressive skills by singing
and playing instruments with accurate
pitch, rhythm and expression in
performances for audiences.

ACAMUM080

ACAMUM084

ACAMUM088

Develop aural skills by exploring
and imitating sounds, pitch and
rhythm patterns using voice,
movement and body percussion

Develop aural skills by exploring,
imitating and recognising elements of
music including dynamics, pitch and
rhythm patterns

Explore dynamics and expression, using
aural skills to identify and perform
rhythm and pitch patterns

ACAMUM081

ACAMUM085

ACAMUM089

Sing and play instruments to
improvise
and
practise
a
repertoire of chants, songs and
rhymes, including songs used by
cultural groups in the community

Practise singing, playing instruments and
improvising music, using elements of
music, including rhythm, pitch, dynamics
and form in a range of pieces, including
music from the local community

Develop technical and expressive skills in
singing,
playing
instruments
with
understanding of rhythms, pitch and form
in a range of pieces, including music from
the local community

ACAMUM082

ACAMUM086

ACAMUM090

Create
compositions
and
perform music to communicate
ideas to an audience

Create,
perform
and
record
compositions by selecting and organising
sounds, silences, tempo and volume

Rehearse and perform music including
music they have composed by
improvising, sourcing and arranging ideas
and making decisions to engage an
audience

ACAMUR083

ACAMUR087

ACAMUR091

Respond to music and consider
where and why people make
music, starting with Australian
music, including music of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.

Identify intended purposes and meanings
as they listen to music, using the
elements of music to make comparisons,
starting with Australian music, including
music of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.

Explain how elements of music
communicate meaning by comparing
music from different social, cultural and
historical contexts, including music of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples.
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